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editorial

We are starting our Twentieth
Year! You may have noticed that the
X-ring on the cover has two X’s in it,
XX being “20” in Roman numerals.
This is a riff on the last cover in year
ten that had a single X in the X-ring
(see right). If you haven’t gotten the
joke you probably haven’t noticed that
FITA target faces label the X-ring
with a plus symbol, “+.” Every sport
has it’s mysteries!
We are celebrating our twentieth
year of publishing AFm by trying to
best ourselves in every possible way.
The cover has always been a focal
point for AFm. When we were primarily a print magazine, we wanted
subscribers to proudly display their
sport through our covers. The cover is
still a focal point for us and we still
pay for photos used on the cover, so if
you have a favorite that might fit,
send me a copy and I’ll look it over.
Plus, Claudia is still working on
enhancing our current capability to
get printed issues you can leave out
on your coffee table and we will have
more to report on that later.
We have always taken pride in
the quality of our content and we are
doubling down on that. In this issue
we have the first of what we hope will
be many articles from the dean of
British historians of archery Hugh
H.D. Soar (I hope I don’t embarrass
him by saying this. I have every one of
his books and have enjoyed them
immensely.) Hugh also commissioned a piece of art to illustrate his
article so another first for AFm, an

original painting by noted historical
illustrator and painter Matthew
Ryan. The painting is of a poacher
using a little something, something
on his arrow heads (Hugh’s article is
on poisoned arrows) is quite exquisite
and I hope to work out something so
that those of you who want a reproduction may get one, but that is not a
done deal yet.
We have our mainstays in this
issue also. Tom Dorigatti is continuing his personal history of compound
archery with a look at concho release
aids. Markus Wagner has a mental
tool to share and Larry Wise is starting to share parts of the Compound
National Training System he and
Coach Linda Beck have developed
for USA Archery. And on top of all
that we have Arthur Halligey of
Great Britain who shows us how
World Archery’s youth awards program and curricula map onto the
AER Archery Curriculum. Plus we
have the AER people in the fold, and
I always have something to contribute, but this time it is special.
I was looking for an author to
write about how to take archers from
various stages of scoring ability to the
next higher stage. In FITA competition those stages used to be scores of
1000, 1100, 1200, and 1300 in the
FITA Round. So, I wanted an article
on how to help an archer get to 1000,
another on how to get from 1000 to
1100, etc. There used to be almost
endless discussions attached to this
framework. The guy who was perfect

for this was Simon Needham of
England, a former Olympian and the
author of two spectacular books on
Olympic Recurve archery. Simon was
too clever for me, though, he suggested back that he and I do the series
together. So, ladies and gentlemen, I
give you Simon Needham (and me)
on our new project.
If you want to join the Year 20
fun, talk up the value of AFm to your
fellow archers. If they subscribe, it
helps us and just talking about how
valuable AFm articles can be helps
you realize what a good decision you
made in subscribing in the first place!
So, you benefit, too! Talking up AFm
is just another archery mental skill
you can master!
Claudia and I wish all of you a
Happy New Year and if you have any
special requests, sent them to us; we
are in the mood to grant them!
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dangerous. Here’s how to get started . . . safely.
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Hugh D.H. Soar is one of the world's leading
specialists in the history of traditional archery,
particularly the design and usage of the English longbow. He began a successful shooting
career over sixty years ago, gaining recognition as a Main Grade Coach. He is currently
Secretary to the Society of Archer Antiquaries
and the author of a number of important books
on traditional archery. They include: 'The
Crooked Stick – a History of the Longbow'.
'Secrets of the English War Bow' with Mark
Stretton and Joseph Gibbs. 'The Romance of
Archery - a Social History of the Longbow'.
'Straight and True - a Select history of the
Arrow' 'Shooting the Longbow', and in course
of preparation. 'The Young Archer'.
Hugh is a Member of the 'British Long
Bow Society', the 'Royal Toxophilite Society',
and the 'Mary Rose Society'. He is a Freeman
of two London Livery Companies, - The Worshipful Company of Fletchers, and the Worshipful Company of Bowyers.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland now resides in England. Simon has
represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. Then he followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being
a committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season, Tom can be found either at the archery
range or out on a road bicycle or trike.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Archery Coaching How To’s), Still More on
Coaching Archery, and The Principles of
Coaching Archery, Vol. 1).

Markus Wagner says “I tried to remember all
the details from the past. I was surprised that I
really remembered mostly results I shot. But all
the tournaments I shot as a teenager I cannot
remember. And because I moved away from
Germany in 2011 I don’t have any papers
about it anymore. And the last five years were
very special. I sold my equipment and moved
around Europe with my wife. I really missed
being active in archery even by myself. I hope I
can afford equipment again soon. And because
I am offering Online-Coaching and also the
live-coaching afterwards for archers who can
afford it, I will need to be shooting again.
Cheers from Sankt Augustin, Germany”

Arthur Halligey tells us that “I have been in
archery for 19 years and coaching for 9 moving
from Club Coach through Level 2, currently
studying for the next level, County
Coach. I have been the President of the
Regional section of AGB I am currently Secretary of ACNI (a club for local Coaches) and the
British Long-Bow Society in Ireland.”

Coaches! Please consider joining the Archery
Coaches Guild to help shape the future of
coaching!
www.archerycoachesguild.org
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Concho Release Aids
by Tom Dorigatti
It has been a couple of issues since I talked
about the release aid invasion of the early 1970’s. This
article is an excerpt from my “Autobowography” that
I have been working on for quite some time. I’m not
going to give you the whole shebang in a series of
articles, but rather I’ll give you a taste of what is to
come in the book once it has been completed. If you
want more, then of course, you’ll have to purchase the
book once it is published.
The Landscape of the First Concho Releases
I start with yet another article written by Freddie
Troncoso entitled “Release Seeker” (see right). Notice
the simplicity of this release aid that was one of the
first concho style release aids on the market. The price
was only $8.00, if you can believe that, and even came
with detailed instructions.
You may recall the “Super Chicken” release at the
end of a previous article. The double rope Concho
releases were actually precursors to the “Super
Chicken.” In addition, I recently discovered that some
of the ledge and Concho rope releases were being
used in the 1930’s, but not being used frequently
enough by enough people to cause controversy. As
mentioned in earlier articles of this series, that controversy came to a head in 1971, and by 1972 was the
source of a nearly full-blown war. Releases and compound bows became legal in the NFAA (and PAA,
reluctantly) and most States. By 1974, release aids and
compounds were finally legal in all phases of NFAA
competition, and in some NAA events, (other than
Registered FITA events, that is).
Personally, I never really shot a double loop rope
6

releases more than a few times. One of the first ones
I became aware of, however, was also invented by
Freddie Troncoso. He and his wife Eva were experts
at shooting the “Double Legal” rope release, specifically named because of the double loop that was
Archery Focus

“legal” for competition. It was actually invented and
used by them in California long before the release aid
controversy that involved the “ledges” in 1970-71 (see
below).

For your reading pleasure, I’ve also included an ad
from Archery magazine from March, 1970 showing
the record for the Double-Legal release at the U. S.
Open in Las Vegas. Note that the release was “legal”
in 1970 for NFAA and PAA competition, but wasn’t
“winning” so few people got overly excited about it.
You should note that the 804 American round score
was not on the “900” round you are familiar with
today. The round shot was the “real” American Round
which was scored for only the colors on the multicolor 48˝ FITA target face. The scoring was 9-7-5-31. 30 arrows at each distance of 60, 50, and 40 yards,
five ends of six arrows each for a total possible score
of 810.
What was the ALOA? The American Lane
Operator’s Association (ALOA) sanctioned league
play for archery. In 1970, the 20 yard PAA indoor tarArchery Focus

get was the same size as today’s NFAA Blue Face, but
the PAA Target was all black with a white dot in the
middle (no X-ring).
Up until the later 1970’s, the ALOA used to
award $100 in cash to anyone who shot a perfect
indoor 300 in any ALOA sanctioned league while
shooting a bow with fingers on the string (including
compounds). One of my best shooting friends, Al
Barringer, would routinely cash in on this in several
different indoor leagues that were sanctioned by the
ALOA. Al shot a Bear Tamerlane II compound bow,
56˝ axle-to-axle with 30% letoff. Al was one of the
most consistent amateur finger shooters that I knew.
Of course, it helped you to understand when you
found out that Al was an expert small bore and large
bore pistol shooter.
PAA Outdoor Round, International Round, &
Lake of the Woods Round The PAA Outdoor target
round was shot at distances of 20-65 yards, three
arrows per end, for a 150 total possible half-round.
The size of the target and the 5-ring varied with the
distance. Again, it was a black background with the
“spot” being the entire 5-ring. Inside of the white spot
was a light grey “X” that you could barely see, but it
was there. We used to scribe a “square” in the center
by connecting the four tips of the “X”. Then, as a side
bet, an “X” was worth a nickel and you paid everyone
that beat you in “X-count” a nickel per X that they
beat you by. I apologize that I’m unable to find or get
a copy of the old PAA Outdoor Round Target Face
for inclusion into this book. The round was still being
shot in some places in the later 1980’s, but eventually
faded by the wayside. Of course, the current
International Round and the “Lake of the Woods
Round simulate the old PAA Round with regard to
the distances shot and the number of targets. Target
face sizing is similar as well. International Rounds can
be shot on the NFAA Hunter Target faces, or in some
places the FITA Field Target scored 5-4-3-2-1. The
Lake of the Woods round is shot on the multi-color
target faces with the distances short in a “V-formation” (short to long, then back to short).
The First Concho Releases
The number of concho release aids that were released
(pun intended!) in the late 1960’s, throughout the
1970’s, and even into the early 1980’s is quite large.
And, as I said, I wasn’t a concho release shooter,
although I did try my hand at a few, but for the most
part I thought it was just a passing fancy and I ended
Continued on Next Page
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up going back to my rope spikes, hinges, and later on
trigger releases, and then migrating back and forth
between the hinge releases and the trigger releases.
This isn’t to say that those who shot concho-style
releases were not able to do well, quite the contrary.
Once again, Golden Key was a driving force
behind the concept of the concho release aids. I’ve
been fortunate enough to gain access to a catalog
from Golden Key–Futura’s catalog from 1976. The
number of inventions and products offered by Golden
Key-Futura is quite amazing. This isn’t to say that
other
products
weren’t
available,
but
“Autobowography” and this article are focused upon
my personal experiences and I can only comment
upon what I know. Golden Key-Futura played a
major role in my career, especially with regard to early
scopes and myriad types of arrow rests. So, let’s get
into the realm of concho releases that I have been able
to dig up from my past. (There aren’t many being used
at the present.) They have been replaced by wrist-pull
release aids which are available literally by the hundreds from different manufacturers. Most have one
thing in common with the Conchos; that being that
they were/are activated by the first finger! Some target shooters call them “Punch-o-matics,” but I can
tell you that most all target shooters have also been
beaten more than once by a good “punch-o-matic”
shooter who has mastered their first finger concho or,
more commonly now, their wrist pull release aid!
The “Double Loop” concho release pictured
below is from my father’s collection of release aids (see
photo below). He shot much better with this style of
release aid than he did with the ledges, the rope
spikes, and most of his trigger release aids. For whatever reason, this type of release aid really helped him
out. I, on the other hand, could never seem to master
this contraption. (This shows the mental component
of shooting a release; they have to fit us psychologically, to function optimally for us.) I always wanted to
just up and let loose with it whenever I steadied
down. It worked great . . . for about 30 or 40 shots,

then I would be losing tension at the same time I was
loosing an arrow on command and things would really go downhill from there. It would take me several
hours on my back tension releases to rid myself of the
“punch-o-matic” problem! Many of the double loop
concho releases were of the same basic design. One
improvement that was made was that a brass rivet was
placed onto the tubing. This allowed a more solid
point for the shooter’s thumb to hold onto the rope.
It was fired while maintaining back tension, focusing
on the target, and slowly but surely relaxing your
thumb pressure on the rope until it loosed the arrow.
Eva Troncoso and Jack Lancaster were masters of this
style of double loop release aid.
I mention Jack Lancaster so I thought I’d toss in
a photo of Jack Lancaster at full draw (see below). The
photo is from an Archery magazine article that was
published in 1975. Archers of today will question the
“form” displayed by Jack, what with the “leaning
back,” the high bow shoulder, the lowered chin, and
the high wristed grip (it was even given a name “ZForm”). However, at the time, Jack was one of the best
field shooters in the NFAA Professional Division.
Obviously, he also shot with a very low anchor and
was using a concho release aid. The bow he is shooting is a Jennings four-wheel compound bow with a
metal riser. This was the “championship form” many
archers of the time mimicked. Just like today, archers
tend to copy the successful or at least try to mimic
what is successful by the top shooters. Not much has
really changed, has it? If you look closely at his
Jennings bow, you will even see a “waffle pattern” in
the riser; the differences being that waffle pattern and
modern ones, was there were no holes all the way
through the main body of the riser and that the riser
wasn’t machined.
The Adjustablock Release Aid This release aid is

My father’s, John Dorigatti’s, Concho release
(Photo Courtesy of Pat Dorigatti)
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special, but only because I know its inventor, John
Carlson from Lake Mills, Iowa. I shot many a tournament with and against John while I lived in Iowa
(1978-1988). Note that his “Adjustablock Release” is
licensed under a Troncoso Patent (see below). I never
shot one of these releases, but John was highly effective with his and also the Barner concho Release aid.
(You’ll see a photo of the Barner concho release later
on.)
Of course, as more and more concho releases were
either being home built or manufactured, it was
inevitable that there were going to be devices built
that were “legal” but still didn’t incorporate any

mechanical parts or sears. As you recall, the “Super
Chicken” release aid was pretty much a concho version of a rope-spike release, and very, very effective.
To save you going back to a previous article, here’s a
photo of the “Super Chicken” release aid:

The Famous “Super Chicken” release
(Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen)

Concho Releases with Triggers
It is exceptionally difficult with regard to all these
hundreds of different release aids to keep them in any
order of progression as to which came first, second,
etc. I’m doing the best that I can, but I still want to
stay within the focus of talking about those releases
that I either had direct experiences with or those that
affected me the most from a competitive standpoint
as in “winning or losing” tournaments or leagues. So,
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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with regard to progression of concho releases, let’s
move on to the inevitable, concho releases with triggers incorporated into them. These releases quickly
took hold and many shooters shot quite well with
these releases. Most of them were first finger releases,
initially with ropes around the bow string and then
migrating to caliper-type concho releases that hooked
the caliper(s) directly to the bowstring. Some shooters slid the caliper right up against the arrow nock,
but most used an eliminator button (a small rubber
button) between the bottom of the nock and the
caliper.
The Bomar releases, The Fletchmatic releases,
and of course, the Golden Key–Futura concho “rope
around the bow string” concho releases were by far
the most popular, so I’m limiting my photos to those.
Some of them had adjustable trigger travel and stiffness settings, while others only had travel adjustments. I don’t have a photo of it, but Golden Key even
introduced a “spring trigger” that could be screwed in
as a direct replacement for the hard trigger on any
brand of first finger release aid! The spring triggers
helped the archer to stop punching or touching off
the trigger and instead, squeeze the trigger until the
shot broke. The archer, at least at first, never knew
when the release would trip and loose the arrow. Of
course the spring tension on this trigger was nonadjustable, although some people shortened the
spring to “stiffen it up.” Most all of the earlier style
Conchos used parachute cord or nylon cord with
either Tygon tubing or rubber hose over the top for
the concho, along with a plastic disc as the stop for
the back of the hand. The shooter got a custom fit
simply by cutting off the tubing and shortening up
the rope and knotting it several times in hopes of it
not slipping. These ropes were notorious for stretching, however, so it was a struggle to keep the rope
from stretching or the knots from slipping. Some
shooters even drilled holes into golf balls for the ropes
to pass thru and used the golf ball as their pad for the
back of their hand. The photo below is of an early

A late model Fletchmatic Concho release with ttigger
(Photo Courtesy of Pat Dorigatti)
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release that had a double bearing trip over as part of
the release mechanism. I’m not sure if it is an “early”
or a “late” model Fletchmatic, but you can see that it
used rubber hosing for the concho. You can also see
the double bearing trip over for release activation.
Golden Key–Futura Catalog
and Concho Releases, 1976-77
I guess the best way to show you some of the Conchos
available early on is to share with you some images
from the Golden Key Futura catalog from 19761977. It is obvious that other concho releases were
available through Golden Key-Futura at the time. I’m
not going to discuss them separately since they all
basically operated the same and many shooters were
successful with any or all of them. Most of us back
then were trying about everything that came out that
was even slightly different. We were “the kings and
queens of piddle,” just like many archers today. You
may be thinking by now, “Why does Golden Key
seem to be a main focus?” I can answer that right up
front with you. First off, Golden Key-Futura is what
I have had by far the most experience with over the
years; from the PaceSetter I arrow rests all the way
through to today. Freddie Troncoso’s innovations were
among the first to come out that worked for the betterment not only of arrow rests designed for release
shooting, but before that, release aids themselves. I
have nothing to gain from Freddie or from Golden
Key–Futura, since Golden Key is no longer a mainstay in the archery industry, replaced by Spott-Hogg
a few years ago. It just so happens also that Freddie
has offered up, as a former manufacturer, so much
information to help with this article and my upcoming “Autobowography.” Few others have come forth
with such vigor, and you will soon see that those that
have contributed will have their day in the sun, too.
All providers of information, photos, and ads will be
documented and acknowledged. So, let’s just take a
peek at a catalog items from so far out of the past. You
will note many similarities to products being made by
others today. It is my hope that you will come to realize that while archery has come a long ways over the
years, some of the movement has also gone back to
the past and “reinvented” itself as well; not only in
release aids, but also in arrow rests, scopes, and many
other items. You will also notice that the choices
being offered commercially, even in the mid-1970’s,
were growing exponentially, which made trying to
select the right “magic bullet” even more difficult. At
this time, however, the trigger releases incorporating
Archery Focus

sears weren’t quite perfected; but oh, my, wait until
you get to that article! You name it, it has likely been
tried and tested, abandoned and re-born, or as we
piddlers often say, “trash-canned all together.” You
name the finger to use on the trigger, and I’ll guarantee you that they’ve all been tried before; some releases with even two or three fingers, or even all five
fingers involved in the shot process!
Golden Key-Futura Concho Releases, 1977 Catalog
Double-loop Concho releases were quickly replaced
by the “squeezer” type concho releases. One of the
most popular and “winningest” releases were those
that were more safe to draw back without them going
off, and also very accurate from a maintaining back
tension and squeezing off the trigger; much like a rifle
trigger, only far less sophisticated. You couldn’t adjust
the pressure of the pull on the trigger itself, but you
could adjust how far the trigger was pulled before the
release tripped. Read the description and plaudits for
this “Saf-T Rope Release” below (see photo below).

The Squeezer and Plate Squeezer by Freddie
(Photo Courtesy of Freddie Troncoso)

Saf-T Rope Release 1977 Golden Key-Futura Catalog
(Photo Courtesy of Freddie Troncoso)

If you look at the “Squeezer” release by Freddie,
you will see that it is basically a double loop release
aid with a pin trigger. I never shot one of these and
only saw a couple of them, and that was very, very
long ago. You can see the rivet to the right of the pin.
It appears that the pin itself was also adjustable as was
the length of the concho by shortening the tubing and
rope and then knotting off the rope.
Freddie continued to make improvements in the
Squeezer with the introduction of the “Plate
Squeezer” release aid. It, too, was a double rope, but
had improved control and safety incorporated into it.
You could adjust the release by adjusting the pin, or
changing the plate angle.

Bomar Releases
Bomar’s releases were top notch concho release aids.
The two photos below are from the Golden KeyFutura Archery Catalog No. 3. You will note the
caliper heads on these Bomar releases. Caliper heads
changed back and forth over the years, and the main
types have gone from both sides of the caliper opening at the same time to only one of the jaws opening
when the release was activated. There were even
caliper style releases that had ball bearings that rolled
open when the release was activated. The problem
with those was that when the rope wore down, or if
the shooter used too small of a rope diameter or the
D-loop diameter was too small, the release would trip
because of the rope squeezing itself between the bearings and obviously the release would trigger itself.
With most all of the models of calipers, the shooter
must get the jaws open somehow and then press a
button to close the jaws or push the trigger to close
the jaws on the bow string or D-loop. These releases
are very effective and can be quite accurate. They are
especially suited for bow hunting. Some of them even
had two finger trigger activation (see photo below).
Continued on the Next Page
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You can see that the Bomar E.T. concho has the
nylon rope replaced with aircraft cable and is locked
down with a jam-nut type of device. You will also note
with the Bomars, that one is a wrist pull with a leather
strap for the wrist, and the other is a concho.
Obviously, either one could be converted from concho
to wrist pull and back. You will also notice that there
wasn’t much adjustment on the wrist style for the sizing around your wrist and all length adjustment was

Bomar E.T. Concho Release
(Photo Courtesy of Freddie Troncosoi)

through the use of knotted nylon rope.

Bomar Precision Caliper Release
(Photo Courtesy of Freddie Troncosoi)

Fletch-Matic Releases
Also coming into play, and later to become a major
player in release aids: concho, wrist pull, and later on,
hand held release aids, all using the same principle
was the Fletch-Matic release by Fletcher. Note that
the ad says, “…a totally new type linkage system that
renders the old type sear triggers obsolete! These early
Fletch-Matic releases still incorporated nylon rope to

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available in Better Bookstores and Online
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adjust the length of the tubing in hand. Also note that
these particular models of the “Fletchmatic by
Fletcher” came in either a concho or wrist pull setup
but that the release mechanism was identical. Only a
few years later, the Fletchmatic became hand held
releases with the same mechanisms but you could use
a setup of thumb, 3rd or 4th finger models. I have seen
some shooters still using the Fletchmatic release aids!

The Evans ER-300
(Photo Courtesy of Freddie Troncoso)

Bomar E.T. Concho Release
(Photo Courtesy of Freddie Troncosoi)

Story: The Rhythmic Concho Release Shooter
As I reminisce, it sure seems that I managed to run
into a lot of fellow shooters who had really brought
their A+ game with them while I was running with
my “A” game. This time it was yet again at an Ohio
State Field tournament, this being our last year on the
old NFAA target faces. In Ohio, we were still shooting the 15-target field and hunter rounds. (600 points
possible for the 30 targets). We also always ran a
“Nickel a Dot” event on the side as just a means of
having some fun and picking up nickels from other
people that wanted to give counting dots a whirl. I
managed to get grouped with some really fine shooters. There were John Whaley, Jim Stewart, and I
think Bob Phillips in my group on Saturday. We
would also end up matched up on Sunday on Target
#1. But I get ahead of myself. Jim Stewart was shooting a first finger concho release aid with a golf ball on
the back end of it, while the rest of us were shooting
hand held releases. I think that John Whaley was
shooting an ER-300 release (not positive of that one
but see photo below) and I was shooting a somewhat
trusty “Hot-Shot” 4th finger release (I was lucky and
happened to get a good one of those, but it actually
said “Carroll’s” on the body of the release, not “Hot
Shot”).
Archery Focus

I don’t remember what Bob Phillips was shooting, but that man could shoot, let me tell you!
And so it went, and it was amazing watching Jim
Stewart shoot dot after dot after dot with that concho
release. We simply couldn’t stay with him on dots. We
were hitting our “5’s” just fine, but not the dots that
Jim was shooting! We all were in shock at how well
this guy was shooting that day, in fact. What caught
my eye was his rhythmic style of shooting. This guy
was shooting a rhythm that you could have danced to
. . . and dancing on his trigger he was, too, but very
lightly, and even. You could bank on it. The first finger would come lightly down on the trigger as he
reached anchor and full draw. He would settle, move
the finger a tad once, then again, and then the 3rd
time and every time, he would trip that trigger: 1, 2,
3, bang, 1, 2, 3 bang! Dot after dot after dot; we were
wondering if this guy would ever miss that dot. He
did, but not often that day. Needless to say he
whooped our butts but good in both final score and in
total dots, too. I can still vividly remember how
smooth and silky his timing was . . . that day.
On Sunday, the four of us were grouped again. I
was sitting in third place, Jim was obviously in first
place, I think John was a few points ahead of me in
second, and Bob was only a few points behind me, sitting in fourth. The only thing that mattered is what I
heard when I was on my way back from the restroom
just prior to us going out on the course. I heard John
say something to the effect, “Well, I know I can overtake Tom simply by getting a few dots or points up on
him early. After that, he’s pretty much done for and
he is mine.” When I came around the corner of the
building they all looked a bit sheepish, but I didn’t say
anything at all, and gave no indication to what I had
heard. My motivation had been provided by my competitors! Did I win? No, but I guarantee you that John
Continued on the Next Page
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did not finish above me that day, and for several field
tournaments after that either. To make it short, he was
“mine” after a few targets into the Hunter Round on
Sunday. I remained in third place, but Jim barely eked
out a victory over Bob Phillips, and John actually, I
think ended up in fifth or sixth place, off the pace.
After that tournament was over, I went up to John
and told him thank you. He asked what for. I simply
told him that I overheard what he had said about getting a few points up on me and being “his” after that
and that he had lit a fire under my butt. He sorta
chuckled about it and said something like, “Well,
Tom, it always worked before, indoors.” I then told
him, “Well John, this was field shooting and I’m a
much better field shooter than I am an indoor shooter.” John and I competed many times together after
that, as did Bob Phillips and Jim Stewart. We always
had a great time shooting together. Unfortunately I
don’t know what ever came of any of those guys after
I left Ohio in 1978.
Epilogue (Rhythm Shooting) A few weeks later
Jim Stewart and I ended up competing head to head
at a field tournament again. However, this time, his 1,
2, 3-bang, 1, 2, 3-bang, 1, 2, 3-bang rhythm just wasn’t there, and not only didn’t Jim shoot a perfect score,
he was in the lower 580s and his dot count was way
down (remember, Ohio was still shooting the 15-target/300 field halves on their field and hunter rounds).
I collected the hardware that weekend, along with the
nickels. When a rhythm shooter is on, he/she is on;
but when the rhythm is even slightly off, they are in
deep doo-doo trouble. I’ve seen this same thing many
times since then, and I’ve had to put up with many a
shooter whose timing was “on” and gained on many a
shooter that either lost the rhythm during the event,
or had left it at home and was in a funk.
As a rule of thumb, “rhythm shooters” have to
practice very frequently so as to not lose their rhythm.
Rhythm plays a role in all archers shooting, it just
seems to take a “front of the parade role” for a few.
Early Napier and FailSafe Concho Releases
Lloyd Napier also started building some release aids
for people. Dean Pridgen provided me with a couple
of photos of concho releases built by Lloyd Napier.
The first photo (bottom) is of an early Napier built
release aid, but Dean cannot remember whom it was
built for. Notice that already, Lloyd has incorporated
a cocking mechanism into the head of the release and
also an entry gate. There isn’t a rope on this release
either, so it hooked directly to the bow string and
14

Napier FailSafe Hunter JDA Release (top) and Old Napier Release
(Photos Courtesy of dean Pridgen)

most shooters separated the body of the release head
from the arrow nock through the use of an eliminator
button.
The second photo (top) is an early model of the
FailSafe Hunter release, also built by Lloyd Napier.
Notice that it has JDA on it, which stands for Jim
Dougherty Archery. You should also note that in both
cases, the nylon rope for length adjustment has been
replaced with a bolt that is threaded at both ends; one
end to engage the release head, and the other end to
allow for attachment of the concho pad and allow for
length adjustment. A larger diameter rubber hose
material has been added to give some feel and more of
a surface to stop the hand from slipping around.
Barner Release Aids
Concho release aids continued to evolve including
incorporating more sophisticated trigger systems into
them. The rope for adjustment of the length of the
concho was replaced by either aircraft cable similar to
the cables used on the compound bows, or even
longer “bolts” that had nylon-style lock nuts so that
the adjustments could be tiny and still stay in place.
One such release aid was particularly common and
would evolve into a real solid winner in its day. This
release is the famous Barner release aid. The first
photo below is of an early Barner release that was a
wrist-pull style and had the nylon rope for adjustment
of the length of the release to fit the shooter’s anchor
and hand position. You can see that it was a “rope
around the string” release as well. I believe the trigger
could be adjusted for travel, but not for stiffness.
Archery Focus

There was a problem with this release, however,
and the first time I saw this crop up was in the concluding end at a tournament in Des Moines, Iowa in
the early 1980’s. Time for another true story!

other shooters drew back his arrow, got to full draw,
and all of a sudden we hear this loud clatter, bang, and
loud scream. The guy that had just “shot” his arrow
was grabbing at his hand, and blood was flying everywhere. The shooter next to him got his bow sling off,
put the bows in the rack, and to the rest room they
headed. We found the problem rather quickly. The
head of the Barner release had been working itself
loose and had finally come displaced from the concho
bolt. When it came loose, the head of the release hit
the shooter in the bow hand putting a pretty large
gouge into the area between his thumb first finger
“V.” What is even more interesting is that in spite of
this mishap, somehow or other, his arrow had gone
into the X-ring! So, we are now down to two shooters tied with one arrow to shoot, and both of them are
in the rest room patching up an injured archer!
Several minutes later, they both came out of the rest
room and had managed to bandage up the bow hand
and slow up the bleeding. John was not about to quit
with only one arrow to shoot, so he said he would try
to draw the bow and shoot that last arrow. The third
archer, Ronnie, shot his last arrow and apparently was
a bit shook up and missed the X. All John had to do
was to hit the X-ring to win. We all figured he would
be lucky to hit the bullseye, let alone the X and the
shootoff would be between me and Ronnie. That
wasn’t to be. The injured archer, John, struggled to
draw his bow, drew to anchor, and touched off his
shot with his spare Barner release and nailed the Xring for the win. We asked him how bad the hand
hurt and he said that right now it was so numb he
didn’t feel a thing. I remember him saying that for
months he had meant to “Loc-Tite” that release head
in place, but kept forgetting to do it. John managed to
get to the ER and they managed to close the wound
and stitch it up. He was unable to shoot for several
weeks and had an ugly scar, but otherwise came away
with a victory, making a good thing out of a very bad
situation. John hadn’t “lost his head,” but his Barner
release had sure had done so, and at the most inopportune time, too. And Tom was once again foiled by
a good, solid concho release shooter; it wouldn’t be
the last time, either.

Story: The Case of Losing One’s Head
We were shooting the last end at an indoor tournament in Des Moines, Iowa. I was vying with two
other shooters for the victory with two arrows left to
shoot and at that point we were tied. I shot my next
to last arrow and missed the X. Dang! One of the two

Conclusion
So there you have it, folks, a short history of concho
and early wrist strap release aids from the mid-1970’s.
My, how things have changed over the years. I haven’t
seen anyone shooting a concho release aid in years.
Very few Fletcher/Fletchmatic releases still being

A Barner Concho release
(Photo Courtesy of Roger Wheaton)

Barner quickly improved the release mechanism
and quality and what they came up with was a concho
release aid that archers could fine tune the length by
cutting the rubber hose and tightening up on the
nylon jamb nut on the end past the support pad. The
support pad, as you can see, wasn’t round like those in
the past, but rather was tunable to fit your hand at any
angle you liked the pad to be aligned. This, too, was a
“rope around the string” release aid and I believe the
trigger travel and tension were both adjustable. I saw
a lot of fine indoor and outdoor scores shot with this
release aid.

Another Barner Concho release
(Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen)
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shot but I have seen a few. I’ve seen several of the
older original Stanislawski hinge releases around,
some from the 1970’s, 1980’s, 1990’s, and early 2000’s.
There are “spike” releases out there, but I haven’t seen
anyone shooting a original style rope-spike release in
competition for a number of years.
Wrist strap releases, however have become much
improved and very common for bowhunters (the
advantage being they are impossible to drop). There
are so many types, styles, and jaw combinations I
won’t even begin to try to depict them or talk about
them. My focus is on the history of what we had
when I was in the early stages of my career and for
you to see those and realize just how far we have come
in the past 46 years since the “compound and release
controversy of the 1970’s.”
In my next article I will begin discussing and showing
the “sear type” handheld release aids and how they
started out and you can then compare those to what

we now have today and add to your knowledge and
amazement as to how well we did with the old-style
single sear and early double sear trigger releases.

Coaches! Please
consider joining the
Archery Coaches Guild
to help shape the
future of coaching!
www.archerycoachesguild.org

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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Belladona and
Hellebore: The
Poisoned Arrow
by Hugh D.H. Soar
Not the title of a newly discovered play by
William Shakespeare, or the heroines of a seamy
Victorian novel, but something equally mysterious
perhaps, for these are the names of two plants growing a world apart, each with curious properties — as
the botanists of today are aware, and the archers of
yesterday knew full well. For belladonna, and hellebore have one thing in common; they symbolise
death—and death by poison.
Stone age hunter-gatherers who used the bow
stalked their prey. Ishi, the Yana Indian, taught us
that. Not for him the field shot at 80 yards, or even
closer at 40 yards. His need to fill his belly was too
great to risk such precious magical things. He used his
skills in woodcraft to creep close before he loosed his
shafts. And to secure success he turned occasionally to
the darker side of Mother Nature—her poisons.
Although quite properly we link the poisoned
arrow with the techniques of primitive hunters from
the rain forests of Brazil, and the Bushmen of the
Kalahari Desert, its use was well enough known in
Europe during the medieval period. Whilst there is
an as yet unproven myth that the English longbowmen used poison in battle, it is fact that juice derived
from the root of Helleborus (Heleborus foetidus perhaps) was sometimes smeared on English hunting
arrow heads to speed matters along.
The advantage of poison must have been as obvious to the medieval peasant forest dweller as it was to
early man. The common names of certain English
plants are redolent of their properties: wolfbane, henbane, and deadly nightshade are names not to be trifled with. With a dog perhaps, to flush prey from
cover, a light bow in hand to deliver the arrow whose
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tip he had smeared with poison, even a scratch would
in most cases prove fatal. He had only to follow the
beast to its death. That the peasant archer used it we
know; what is surprising is that he used it as seldom
as he did.
A distillation made from the corm of Amaryllis
disticha was also well-known as an effective hunting
poison, as was that made from the native South
African plant, Amaryllis belladonna (Hippeastrum
equastre) now a local resident in the parks and herbaceous borders of English gardens. Whilst sharing the
name is Atropus belladonna, that most potent of
killers; a member of the Solanceae family, English
country-folk know it as deadly nightshade and learn
of its properties at their mothers’ knee. Woe betide
anyone who mistakes it for a blackberry amongst the
brambles. As an aside, all of the genus Solanceae are
“poisonous to some degree” and one should also leave
black nightshade, bitter sweet, and henbane—especially henbane, very strictly alone.
With few exceptions—notably certain tribes in
central Africa who smeared their arrowheads with
liquid from rotting carrion, and others in South
America whose method it was to induce eventual
tetanus—most arrow poisons worked rapidly. Not
unrealistic of course, since the hunted animal had to
be pursued on foot.
Poisons which quickly affected respiration,
derived from the corms of aconites (aconitum ranunculeae) were widely used in Asia, Africa, and South
America; and once more we turn to English country
lore. Monkshood, and wolfbane are its local names
and beware of it, for every last part of it is poisonous!
Continued on the Page 19
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“Cramp poisons” found a vogue in Malaysia,
whilst “laming” poisons such as curare were, and still
are, widely used in South America; and it is these latter (of which more later) that have been closely studied by plant scientists.
Although many native poisons are derived by distillation, often of the corm, in lengthy processes
accompanied by magic ceremony and ritual, there are
persistent reports of a kind of poisonous bamboo used
by Indians of the Amazon rain forest to kill animals
as large as alligators and tapirs. In support of these
reports, cases were recorded in 1946, by the Director
of a Botanical Garden at Sao Paulo, of workers suffering severe “toxication” after being cut by splinters
from a small, wild bamboo growing in the Garden.
Unfortunately the botanical name was not given, and
we have no way now of identifying its genus.
As an incidental aside, whilst we know that
greenheart and yew produce allergens, it would be
interesting to hear from anyone who has had reaction
from bamboo whilst working up a “grass” bow, or
preparing shafts from this material.
Curare is well enough known as an arrow poison
of course, and anyone with native (ethnic) arrows on
which it might have been smeared should keep the
points covered permanently. No one really knows how
long this stuff holds its potency, and those whose collecting instincts lie in this direction would be well
advised to keep a tight rein on their curiosity.
Nosiness in the course of science has always been
a failing of the English upper class; witness the
unhappy Mr. Henry Pert, a sixteenth century gentleman who managed, well against the odds, to commit
involuntary suicide with his longbow whilst seeing
(Opposite) When the difference between survival and starvation is a
successful hunt, every advantage was fair, including adding toxins to
arrow points. (Original Painting by Matthew Ryan)
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how far an arrow would go when shot straight up!
The essayist, Walter Michael Moseley, in his 18th
century “Essay upon Archery,” records experiments
made by an inquisitive Mr. Herissant which could
also have resulted in premature meeting with his
Maker. Luck rather than judgment prevailed in this
mature gent’s experiments; but these clearly showed
that one shouldn’t tinker around with dangerous substances in the name of science, or whatever.
Having been given some arrow poison by a traveller lately returned from the Amazon, Mr. Herissant
first tried to make a distillation in water. The fumes
this gave off however “almost deprived him of his
senses,” and as Mosely records (with some regret perhaps, in view of his later comments) “had he not taken
a large quantity of sugar dissolved in wine” (which
had been prescribed as an antidote) “he might have
fallen suffocated and lifeless to the floor.” With foresight, and some luck, he had prepared this restorative
in advance.
Not one to give up lightly, and unperturbed by
the smell, he then put the liquid into a bottle and
corked it tightly. Some time later however, he took the
bottle out and, having shaken it, was apparently surprised when the thing blew up in his face and soaked
him with the contents. Good fortune, if not good
sense again being on his side, and with no wound for
the poison to reach his bloodstream, he survived this
as well. Had he cut himself shaving that morning
things would have ended there and then; but as
Moseley (who was evidently fascinated by all this)
records, in 1748 the doughty Mr. Herissant put early
misfortunes to one side and began experimenting in
earnest.
These trials involved rabbits, and pet cats, — presumably his own, although Moseley is quiet on the
Continued on the Next Page
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point. Both rabbits and cats
expired promptly — one rabbit
before he had the chance to bandage the poisoned wound, whilst
the cats “lasted three minutes.”
The bit now so to speak between
his teeth, he then tried the poison
on fish, reptiles and insects,
although to no avail. since all survived his attempts to terminate
them.
Determined to complete his
experiments however, and anxious
to know the effect if any of poisoned meat on humans, he invited
his unwitting friends to supper,
and fed them the rabbits “after- Many indigenous people’s arrow and spear points show signs of application of “substances” to
them. These are from my collection.
ward making several other persons
eat them.” Although, as Herissant
that “... it drives any unfortunate being, whether
observed, “not one of us perceived the slightest indis- human or otherwise, raving mad before he dies in
position,” it is a fair guess that his friends might have agony.” Clearly it was unwise to cross a Bushman.
taken a rain check when invited to dine with him in
And last, curare. At one time a general name for
future. Modern science has shown us that animals all South American arrow poisons, this came eventukilled by poisoned arrows may be safely eaten, at least ally to mean a specific type, the making of which was
with some confidence if not with impunity; but to surrounded by mystery and ritual; ritual in the most
describe Mr. Herissant’s experimental cuisine as fool- practical of senses, since its preparation was the job of
hardy seriously understates it.
the most expendable members of the tribe, old
To his credit, Moseley, who recounts the story, women and criminals; if they died whilst a batch was
was quite affected by all the carnage and records his bubbling away then a good brew was certain. If they
sadness that so much suffering should have been failed to snuff it in the process however, the product
inflicted by curiosity posing as science. He actually was thought inferior, and they were soundly beaten
lists the animals involved in these macabre experi- for sub-standard work! Humanities apart, one is
ments as “... six horses, one bear, one eagle, one hawk, impressed by the logic.
two wolves, one pig, one lamb, thirteen rabbits, fifteen
Mystery surrounds the ingredients used in the
dogs, nine cats and sundry rats, mice, pole-cats, and a poisonous South American brew, some of which had
… solitary unfortunate ... guinea-pig....” One specu- a less than obvious purpose. Included a la carte
lates on the sort of welcome St. Francis might have were—amongst other things—hairy spiders, wings of
had ready for friend Herissant if he had ever made it bat, toads, bits of snake, and the tops and bottoms of
to the Golden Gates.
some unpleasant local fish. To anyone familiar with
To the forefront of those involved with poison the Witches Scene in Shakespeare’s Play “Macbeth”
arrows were the Bushmen of the Kalahari desert. there is an element of déjà vu about the ingredients.
They were reliant exclusively on these for their prey,
Later on, the preparation of curare fell to the ‘poisince their weak bows could not kill by penetration. son master’ (amo del curare). One of these, interThey used both vegetable and animal poisons, getting viewed during the early 19th century, observed drily
the former from the well-named Amaryllis toxicaria that his “laboratory” (consisting mainly of banana
and the latter from the poison glands of several leaves and a large rock) was producing material that
snakes. They also used the juices extracted from a could kill quietly in seconds, and without disturbing
large black spider; whilst their most terrible weapon the local fauna. He was disposed to contrast this with
was an infusion made from the body of a grub they the loud bang, flame, and black smoke and the
called the N’gwa, or K’aa. C.J. Longman, who men- inevitable miss of the white man’s weapon, resulting
tions this in “Badminton Archery” (P.101) records in everything for miles around getting its head below
20
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the parapet!
In Britain during early times, wounds of all types,
including unpoisoned arrow wounds were a regular
feature of life, and inevitably there were potions on
hand to deal with them. Some are mundane “. . . take
a nettle, pound it well, boil in unsalted butter and
make anointment for the wound. . . .” Others are
complex and exotic “. . . Take equal quantities of holly
bark, mallow, and the middle part of the elder, add
thereto lard, and wine in the same proportions, boil
well until it becomes thick, then take a cloth, spread
the ointment thereon and cover the wound, with this.
By the help of God it will be healed. . . .” (One feels
that God would have had his work cut out with most
medieval medications!)
For an arrow head which has entered and cannot
be extracted “Seek the roots of spearthistle, and the
white of an egg, mix together and apply to the wound,
it will extract the foreign substance. . . .” There is a
certain degree of faith needed here as well, one feels.
Arrow wounds were sufficiently common to enjoy
a specific remedy. This was “Inula Helenium” known
by its common name of “elecampane” or “alecumpayne.” Either was drunk as a distilled liquid, or eaten
as a candied sweetmeat. An almost universal cure-all,

it was particularly potent against the poisoned wound,
and references to it abound in those early medieval
masques and mummers’ plays performed on Feast
Days to entertain the masses. In the traditional fight
between St. George and the Turkish Knight, the
Doctor carries a bottle to heal the wounded hero. “. .
. here, take this essence of elecampane. Rise up, Sir
George, and fight again. . . .”
Perhaps the oddest prescription though is that for
a snake bite, and comes from a medieval Welsh manuscript. “hold the anus of a red cock to the wound
until the bird be dead. If it be a woman, let the same
be done with a hen.” The last person l saw with a
snakebite had sat on one. The mind boggles!
It is a matter of curiosity that Mother Nature,
benevolent in her distribution of sweet scented flora,
has hidden both death and life within the bouquet,
leaving man in his wisdom to seek it out. We have not
too far to look for the moral!

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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AER Meets Feathers
and Arrows
by Arthur Halligey

How do you keep up the excitement levels with the milestones required by AGB/WA highlighted
junior archers? One way is to recognise achievement where necessary in the first two Signpost stages;
and milestones in their progression. World Archery “Getting Started” and “Getting Better” where both
(formerly F.I.T.A.) has developed an award scheme, schemes cover similar ground.
The Feather and Arrow awards are geared
adopted by Archery GB (G.N.A.S.) where, at stages,
the archer can gain recognition badges. The awards towards the Olympic equipment and a number of our
start with Feathers – Red then Gold – for the under Members do shoot this style. However the Club that
12s. As the juniors get their feathers under their belts I belong to has historically a field archery orientation
(or pinned on their quiver) then the awards become and most archers shoot a variety of bow styles accordArrows – first White, then Black followed by Blue, ing to the rules of Archery GB: Recurve Barebow or
Red, then Gold. For juniors who have not discovered Compound Barebow, Limited and Unlimited with
archery until after age 12 the awards start with a smaller numbers shooting the English Longbow and
White Arrow which incorporates the Feather stages. Traditional (using a modern or traditional recurve as
The badges are awarded on points of skill, knowledge in barebow but with wooden arrows and no sights,
and performance which is measured by achieving a stabilisers or pressure button). AER recognises differscore. The awards are incremental, the archer has to ent archery styles, recurve, compound and traditional.
show progress and receive positive evaluations at the Having worked through the steps to marry AER with
first levels before moving to the next. In the process Feathers and Arrows the similarities between each
the archer is taken through a programme of improve- bow style were seen, there being more points in comment suitable for their level in the areas mentioned. mon than differences. Could the same treatment as
above also merge the difThe award scheme is run
ferent styles to reduce the
within individual clubs
paperwork?
which can give a degree of
An example of the
freedom to the coach as to
attempt is illustrated.
how it is administered
Within
the
AER
although the criteria for
Signposts framework difeach badge is specified on
ferent styles of archery
sheets supplied through
Feather & Arrow Enamel Badge Awards
(Red awards only shown as examples)
equipment
used
are
AGB.
accommodated by markStep forward Archery
Educational Resources (AER). This archery curricu- ing any specific detail with a highlighted indicator, R
lum also sets out a progression pathway, this time in = Recurve, C = Compound, B = Barebow and T =
four steps. The more the systems were examined and Traditional, and where the requirements for each
compared the greater the similarities between AER’s stage of Arrow award are indicated with coloured
curriculum and the Feather and Arrows stages were arrows. (The full adaptation can be supplied if
requested).
seen. Could the two systems be merged?
Using the AER “Signposts” sheets as a framework the points were analysed along with the criteria
for the Feather and Arrows. There was some minor
rearrangement of order and some addition to, and
rewriting of, the text to fit with the AGB criteria. The
result maintains the four step approach of AER with
22
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Signposts—Stage II Getting Better – Date Started ____/ __/ _____
,,, indicate a step towards the FITA Black, Blue, Red or Gold Arrow award.

Archer’s Name _________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________________________________
Email _________________________________________________________________
Coach’s Name(s) ________________________________________________________
Intermediate Archery Form incorporating Drills and Skills
1. Adopts a personal stance consistently
If open or closed stance is adopted, must adopt that stance consistently.
Sometimes
Often
Always
2. Exhibits good archery posture
Stands relaxed, knees straight but not locked, Stands straight with neutral spine using core muscles,
not leaning left or right, forward or back, tilting from the waist or hips if required. Shoulders relaxed
and down throughout draw.
Sometimes
Often
Always
3. Uses an archery tab/glove correctly
Can put on a fitted archery tab/glove using it as a guide to consistent positioning of fingers on string.
Sometimes
Often
Always
4. Shoots comfortably with a sling (where appropriate)
Uses a consistent, relaxed bow hand location. Uses a finger/wrist sling comfortably. Does not snatch
on the loose.
Sometimes
Often
Always
5. Exhibits good draw hand, tight anchor
Arrow point still or constantly moving back – no creeping. Anchor and string position is consistent with draw hand pressed against face/jaw bringing the string in front of the aiming eye. Back of
hand and wrist flat and vertical.
Sometimes
Often
Always
6. Exhibits good alignment
Draws in shooting plane. At full draw bow elbow properly orientated, draw elbow lines up with the
arrow line. String clear of arm and chest guard (if used).
Sometimes
Often
Always
7. Bow shoulder remains relaxed at full draw
Consistent distance between the arrow and shoulder, both horizontally and vertically.
Sometimes
Often
Always
8. Can identify string picture and align consistently
Able to identify position of bowstring in sight picture at full draw to achieve consistent aiming.
Sometimes
Often
Always
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9. (B & T) Uses arrow point to aim with
Must be able to find and use a point of aim at all reachable distances.
Sometimes
Often
Always
10. (B) Can string walk to aim
Able to identify moderate crawls and execute shots with them. (Inc. compound archers shooting CBB
and Cl)
Sometimes
Often
Always
11. (T) Can use point of aim
Able to identify points of aim and execute shots with them
Sometimes
Often

Always

12. (R & C) Understands and executes shooting with a sight
Can aim bow using a simple target/moveable bow sight. Understands ESAR.
Sometimes
Often
Always
13. (R & C) Shoots comfortably with a stabiliser
A long rod makes a bow easier to hold steady at full draw and through release.
Sometimes
Often
Always
14. (C) Practices using a release aid
Release aids are typically taught using a trigger-less release aid and a rope loop. Practice may require
time before bow is reintroduced.
Sometimes
Often
Always
15. Exhibits good follow-through
After the string is released, aim stays steady, bow arm stays up and still as the bow jumps straight out
into bow sling, then “bows”. Draw hand moves backward along face by using appropriate muscles, face
and head staying still.
Sometimes
Often
Always
16. Shoots consistently
Demonstrates consistent set of shooting steps. Consistent timing (+/- 10 seconds). Scores required for
each level below.
Sometimes
Often
Always
Basic Archery Knowledge
1. Knows and can demonstrate steps in shot sequence
Using a light-drawing bow or stretch band, can demonstrate steps in whatever shot sequence has been
adopted.
2. Can shoot with eyes closed.
Feeling attention, shooting at blank boss.
3 Know what to do in the case of pass throughs, bouncers or hangers
Be aware of the differences for AGB and WA rules – Pass Through AGB scored, WA not scored;
Bouncers AGB shoot another arrow, WA scored; Hangers AGB scored, WA scored. Judge to officiate.
24
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4. Can identify flawed arrows/bow parts.
Able to identify arrows with damaged points, nocks, bent aluminium arrows or the integrity of carbon
and wooden arrows, damaged or worn bowstrings, nock locators, etc.
5a. Can name 5 parts of the bow
5b. Can give a description of 3 types of bow
5c. Can give a description of 3 types of archery discipline
6a. Know how to replace a nock
6b. Know how to fit and glue a pile and fletch an arrow
6c. Know how to fit an arrow rest and make a nocking point
7. Know the registration process of the club at a local tournament
Mental Aspects (To be introduced as and when appropriate)
1. Exhibits positive self talk
Exhibits positive self talk and can take negative references and make them positive. Must achieve
“Often” to advance to the next Stage.
Sometimes
Often
Always
2. Helps draft and uses process goals
Can help create process goals and then exhibits using them through self evaluation.
Sometimes
Often
Always
Qualifying Scores
All Arrow scores assessed from 15 arrows on a 60cm or 40cm face.
 C, R 115 points, B, T 105 points from 14m
 C, R 115 points, B, T 105 points from 18m
 C, R 115 points, B, T 105 points from 22m
 C, R 115 points, B, T 105 points from 26m
A further refinement is that, as the WA award
scheme is geared towards Olympic equipment and, as
the Club accommodates different shooting styles, an
allowance has been made to qualifying scores depending on the archer’s chosen style, the face size relating
to the archer's level.
This approach works well in the environment I
find myself in. Archers can progress at their own pace
in their own chosen style with an awareness of what
is expected in the next step; this allows archers to
progress beyond their current 'level' should they be
ready. Items which don't apply to the individual can
just have a simple score through them - should they
wish to try another style, and most juniors want to
experiment, they can see the differences which that
are required at the level that they have reached (the
simple score through doesn’t obliterate the point).
AER has two more steps, “Achieving Mastery”
and “Owning the Sport,” where the archer has moved
beyond the WA award scheme. These are, generally,
left as was after condensing the different styles to one
Archery Focus

form as above. At some point the Recreational and
Competitive archer part company but even the
Recreational archer will benefit from instruction to
that point. It is more fun if you hit the centre more
often whatever your motivations are!
You, dear reader, will have different circumstances,
different award schemes, different Governing Bodies,
different bow styles. Make your own adaptations to
suit and Good Coaching!
Sources
F.I.T.A. Beginners Awards (G.A.S. Version)
Archery Educational Curriculum, www.archeryeducationresources.com
The AER Curriculum, A Blog for Archery Coaches,
January 2015.
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How to Elevate the
Status of Serious
Competitive Archers
by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis
There used to be some discussion in FITA (now
World Archery) circles about the stages a serious
competitive archer went through. There were even
awards to be earned by reaching FITA Round thresholds of 1000 points, 1100 points, 1200 points, and
finally 1300 points. These awards were for both
Recurve and Compound styles.
These discussions were about what an archer
needed to do to break through the 1000 point barrier,
or any of the others. Obviously it got harder and
harder to get to the next stage in this scoring ladder
and the level of detail attended to went up with that,
but at least those discussions
were had. Unfortunately I can
find little in the way of a record
of those discussions, so one
again we are having to create
things from scratch without
having the expertise of former
archers and coaches at hand.
Today the FITA Round is
out of vogue but the question is
still there: how do archers
progress through whatever scoring plateaus we wish to define? I
got the brilliant idea to pitch
Simon Needham of England to write a series of articles on this very topic. After all, Simon was an
Olympian himself and his books “The Art of
Repetition” and “The Competitive Archer” are the
two best books available for Olympic Recurve archers
today (being chock-a-block full of practical advice
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and not just technique justifications). I recommend
these books to all my OR students and the DVD
companion to “The Art of Repetition” as well, in that
it contains a master class on setting up and tuning an
Olympic Recurve bow.
Simon was somewhat keen on the idea but he
thought we should do this series together (drat!) and
since I am more of a compound guy than a recurve
guy that does provide some balance, so I agreed. We
are going to explore how best to do this by actually
doing it and fixing our mistakes as we go. For each
article in the series, one of us will a draft a piece and
then the other will chime in with
what he has to add (or correct).
The hope is that both archers
and coaches will benefit from
our efforts.
We will be addressing, the
physical, mental, and equipment
aspects of both recurve and compound archers as well as how
coaches can help in this series.
Steve
Steve broached the subject of a
book to guide coaches some time
ago. I have been mulling this idea over for some time,
when he suggested, that instead of a book, a number
of articles could be published and that if they were
favorably received they could at a later date be set into
one volume. I felt that in collusion we would be able
to produce balanced documents from two perspectives
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and both sides of the Atlantic.
On the whole from the same
standpoint, with the aim of producing a guide for people who
coach archers.
Simon

“Today the FITA Round is
out of vogue but the
question is still there:
how do archers progress
through whatever scoring
plateaus we wish to
define?”

Getting Started
Since the FITA Round has
been dumped and will be shot at
best rarely from now on, we
need some references for the scoring abilities we will
be discussing. I (Steve) will start off with a suggestion
and then we’ll see what Simon has to say. Here goes!
Let’s Use the Olympic Ranking Round The most
commonly shot outdoor target round now seems to be
the “72-arrow, six arrow-ends shot at a 122 cm target
face placed at 70 meter” Ranking Round. This is half
the number of arrows as in a FITA Round, but has a
certain proportionality regarding it. For the Men,
there was a scoring pattern that roughly held for the
FITA Round. That pattern was that an archer’s scores
at 70 m (on the 122cm face) and 50 meters (on the 80
cm face) were usually quite close together, the scores
at 90 m (122cm face) were lower but the number of
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points less than the 70m/50m
scores were almost the same as
those made up at the 30 m (80 cm
face) distance. So, a common pattern to shoot a score of 1300 was
to shoot 325 (out of 360) at both
70 and 50 meters, then shoot 300
at 90 m (25 points less) and 350 at
30m (25 points more). Add them
up and you get 1300 (out of
1440).
Note I am not neglecting women! The scores of
female archers roughly correspond to those of male
archers even though the distances are different. So the
same plateaus can be used for both men and women.
Using this pattern then, the 70m round score was
quite close to one quarter of the total for the whole
round and shooting a Ranking Round is the same as
two 70 m rounds in a FITA Round, so the Ranking
Round scores should be roughly equal to half of what
those archer’s FITA Round scores would have been.
This allows a translation of the old FITA Round
standards into new Ranking Round standards by just
dividing the old scoring standards in half:
Continued on the Next Page
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FITA Round Mark Ranking Round Mark
1000
500
1100
550
1200
600
1300
650
We could just make up arbitrary new scoring
plateaus to use for this purpose but this scheme has
the advantage of keeping a connection with archers of
the past and the scores they shot in the past, allowing
comparisons, etc.
So, if these scoring markers are acceptable, at least
for our purposes, we will be addressing how to get an
archer to the “500 Level” and then how to get them
from there to the higher levels.
What About Target Archers
Who Do Not Shoot This Round
Since I came up through the compound ranks and
didn’t shoot a target round using a FITA target for my
first ten years or so, I can sympathize. There are also
problems in that many rounds are not all that standard and the standard rounds that exist aren’t all that
popular on the compound side. But let me take the
NFAA/IFAA target rounds (Field and Hunter, but
not animal) to show how equivalent scores on any
round can be used to gauge scoring ability.
The NFAA Hunter and Field Rounds are 56
arrows at a wide range of target sizes in a wide range
of distances. Those need not bother us now, let us just
look at what you get if you take the same proportions
of these scores as for the scores above:
Ranking
Field or
Field &
Round
Hunter
Hunter
Possible Score
720
280
560
First Plateau
500
195
390
Second Plateau
550
215
430
Third Plateau
600
235
470
Fourth Plateau
650
255
510
These are quite reasonable scoring goals for compound archers and this same process can be used to
identify scoring markers in most any other standard
scoring round. Also realize these are not scoring levels used to award prizes, they are simply being used to
gauge the quality of the archer in question, so accuracy is not an issue here. (Also note that I took liberties
rounding the calculated scores to provide more round
numbers.)
So, Simon will this work to get us started? If it does,
the first question we will address is what is needed to
get an archer to a place where a score of 500 in the
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Ranking Round is possible.
And Simon Says
Score Levels Above all one must keep in mind that
scores are a direct reflection of the quality of the
archer’s setup, form, and mental stability (SFMs).
Scores are an excellent way to track the progress of all
your archers. It is ideal for you, not necessarily for the
archer it is improving the SFMs that will lead to better scores. Pushing scores all the time to archers can
de-motivate them, thus holding them back. Too many
times I have seen coaches quoting scores to the
archers and how to get their score up, trying to get
more tens does not equate to better SMFs. A personal best means that they have shot more consistently
than before, so how do they get the next personal
best? By shooting more consistently!
Basis for Any Improvement Progress of improvement for an archer at any level requires the coach
examine the individuals strengths in the following
areas, these do not have a particular order as every
individual will have strengths in some of the areas
over others, it is up to you as a coach to identify which
areas need to be worked on to make the greatest steps
forward.
• Self motivation
• Equipment set-up
• Tuning
• Frequency of practice
• Duration of practice
• Content of practice
• Content of training
• Quality and match of equipment
• Mental attitude
• Mental tenacity
• Factors outside archery
• Financial situation
• Family support
• Coaches ability
• Understanding of the rules
• Form/Style/Technique
• Time you spend with the archer
Self motivation Find out what motivates the
archer to practice compete and shoot, work with them
to add additional motivational factors – travel, shopping, results, love of shooting.
Equipment setup Equipment must be set up to
obtain maximum performance. Although setup only
contributes 10% of the result, it is imperative that the
bow, which is only a machine, is optimized. Just
because you are a learner driver, does not mean that
Archery Focus

you only need three wheels on your car!
Tuning Tuning goes hand in hand with the ability of an archer, get the bare shaft level with the group
and towards the middle of the group as a start. The
more consistent the archer, the more tuning work you
can carry out.
Frequency of practice How often do they shoot?
The more you practice the better you get! Over practicing can be just as bad as under practicing, so some
thought needs to go into this.
Duration of practice The length of the practice
period and making best use of that time, it is not
always just about an arrow count.
Content of practice Ensuring that during a practice
you are getting the archers to simulate how they compete.
Content of training Training is where you spend
time on the range improving technique – making
them shoot more consistently.
Quality and match of equipment Dependant on
their current level of consistency
is their equipment holding them
back? You pay for what you get,
but the best equipment will not
necessarily get you the best
scores. Definitely, cheap equipment that is not of a sufficient
standard will hold them back.
Mental attitude Do they have
a good mental approach to what
they are doing? Are they looking
for a way to move forward?
Mental tenacity How do they
take setbacks? Ensure that you have methods and
suggestions for strengthening this area.
Factors outside archery Girlfriends, boyfriends,
friends who want them to do other things, education
pressure, drink, parties.
Financial situation This is a hard one! Do they
have financial backing to get to the top for equipment
and competition/travel.
Family support Do their immediate or extended
family support their dreams of success, can friends or
club help with this support?
Coaches ability What level can you coach to?
Everyone wants to coach to world class level, but do
you have that ability? If not, can you raise it? If not,
are you big enough to pass your archers on to someone who can? That takes a really good coach to
acknowledge.
Understanding of the rules Its all very well shooting

well, but a sound knowledge of the rules will ensure
that you get all the points you have shot. Judges do
make mistakes from time to time, especially when the
ends are timed, shooting before or after your time
period, you need to know that it is not okay.
Form/Style/Technique Your archers body type will
dictate how you shape their form and style, on this
you can build a technique to make the most of their
size and shape.
Time you spend with the archer How much time
you spend with the archer needs to be varied.
Sometimes you will need intensive supervision, at
others, they will need to be able to get on and work on
the aspect of shooting. For this you might need
another pair of eyes, that possibly does not shoot, so
they can spend time making sure they are carrying out
their tasks correctly. You need to be there for them,
even if it is by appointment for the more intensive
adjustments, but not smothering them, hovering over
them for every shot of every session.
Getting Archers to the 500
Level Strength and consistency
are the main factors contributing
to achieving this score level. This
is built on equipment setup and
tuning.
Always look at the bow first,
is it set up to the best it can be?
This is the obvious place to start
this effort and will be the subject
of our next effort.

“You need to be there for
them, even if it is by
appointment for the more
intensive adjustments,
but not smothering them,
hovering over them for
every shot of every
session.”
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In addition to the score levels
that will guide the coach to the progress of their
archers shooting at 70m. I feel that a similar set score
levels are produced so archers shooting shorter distances, because of training distance restrictions, variety, through injury or because they are young and do
not have the power to shoot 70m. These will take the
form of equivalent scores for shorter distances on
smaller faces that will correlate to the score levels that
Steve has already set out. (We are working on these at
this time)
Simon
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The Circle of
Excellence
How to Feel Well Prepared at the Next Tournament
by Markus Wagner
In my last article I addressed the complex
issue of Target Panic, which is a very common mental malady encountered in our sport (others, too).
In this article, I’d like to show you a very useful
mental tool, which you can use (not just in archery) to
bring yourself into a confident and comfortable state.
It is called The Circle of Excellence and is a NLP
(Neuro-Linguistic Programming) tool which can
bring you into the right mental state in any difficult
situation.
Many archers encounter uncomfortable thoughts
as soon they think about their next tournament
(uncertainty, anxiety, doubt, etc.). The closer the date
comes, the more nervous they get. They might be
well-prepared because of their training, but we all
know the different between training results and tournament results, don’t we?
Each archer has his own routine to prepare for his
next tournament. Perhaps the last day before it starts,
he will check his equipment and his set-up (again),
select the clothes he will wear, assemble the food and
drinks he likes to have. He then takes care to get
enough sleep and starts early enough not to be too
late etc. Once he arrives at the tournament site, he
will put his equipment together, check it again, and
try to focus on his own shooting. This is fairly typical.
We all also try to create a mental set-up, which comfort us and makes sure we do not get influenced too
much by our surroundings. But, always, something
can come up which we didn’t expect and prepare for.
Something that interrupts our own routine and disrupts our mental focus. How much would you like to
have the ability to ignore those things? Things like
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weird lighting situations, windy weather, rain or even
very good competitors showing up which lead us to
doubt our own abilities and skills. Because we cannot
seem to ignore these things, our heart-rate goes up,
sometimes substantially, we cannot breathe deeply; in
sum we get stressed. How much would you like to feel
powerful and confident right then? Well, you can!
How? The technique is based upon the fact we all
have had some great moments in life where we felt
powerful and confident, right? The only thing what
we have to do is to remember these moments.
Remembering Your Power and Confidence
The episodes in which you felt confident, in control, or
powerful do not have to be limited to archery. Thye can
be any situation in your life, where you felt confidently, powerful, lucky, or even just good. It’s just important
that you really try to feel the moment again.
The Process
1. Take a moment to relax, clear your mind and
breathe deeply.
2. Imagine a circle on the floor in front of you (You
can even mark it somehow with tape or use a piece
of paper)

3. Choose a situation in your life where you felt very
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powerful and confidently in which you would like
to be in again. And this previous situation is your
anchor.
4. Ask yourself: What did I see?
What did I hear?
What did I smell?
What did I feel?
Try to feel the emotions in this previous situation
again and even stronger.

5. Now project this anchor-situation with everything
you feel into the circle in front of you.
Create a natural gesture that seems related to
the situation: a word like: “Yes!”, a fist stretched (in
the air) etc.

back and return to your neutral state. Repeat all of
the steps a number of times and your Circle of
Excellence will become a powerful resource.
If you are an archer by yourself you can learn these
steps exactly the way I showed you here. And if you
are working as a coach you need to make sure that you
use the words of your trainee to teach him this mental tool. Try to repeat to him his words of his anchor
as much as possible so that they go deeply into his
mind. And if he has chosen, for example, the making
of a fist as a gesture (signifying grasping of his powerful mental state) and you join him to his next tournament you can really help him in-between by just
showing him this gesture. This way he will be in his
Circle of Excellence any time it’s needed.
When you need power and confidence . . .
just step into “Your Circle of Excellence!”

6. When if the feelings in you are at their peak intensity, step into the circle in front of you combined
with your chosen gesture/word.

7. Before this good feeling fades, you should step
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No w Availa ble!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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Setting The
Shoulder-Bowarm Line
A Definition for the
Compound National Training System (CNTS)
by Larry Wise
A major component of the National Training System
established by USAA and NFAA centers around the
establishment of the force-resisting shoulder-tobowarm skeletal line. This is often referred to as the
“barrel of the gun” as it is rigid and serves to resist the
force of the bow when drawn using a fixed length of
bone.
This bone structure is, of course, unique to each
individual archer and chosen shooting style: recurve,
compound, or long bow. Differing bow designs and
release techniques require different body positions
during the draw and at the holding position. For
example, the position and effort needed to draw a
compound bow places demands on the archer’s body
that are different from the demands of drawing the
other styles of bows.
These differences are attended to in the CNTS
co-authored by Level 5 coach Linda Beck and me. In
these steps are the details of how to attend to the
shoulder-bowarm line. This document serves to further define and illuminate those important details and
the four stages needed to be completed to prepare this
bone-line for the HOLDING step.
Archery Focus

CNTS
The National Training System For
Compound Bow & Back-Tension Release Aid
By Linda Beck & Larry Wise, 2014
STEP-BY-STEP SHOOTING FORM
1. STANCE
2. NOCKING
3. SET:
Bowhand Position
Release Hand
Posture/Mindset
4. SET-UP
5. DRAW TO LOAD
6. ANCHOR
7. TRANSFER TO HOLD
8. AIM…(contract)…AIM
9. RELEASE
10. FOLLOWTHROUGH
11. FEEDBACK
Stage One The first of these stages is found in the
Continued on the Next Page
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SET step following the establishment of proper
bow hand and release hand positions. It occurs
during the setting of the upper body posture at
which time the bow shoulder must be set or rolled
back and down prior to the raising of the bow.
This will prepare the shoulder to eventually
receive the compression load of the drawn bow. At
no time following this point should the bow
shoulder be allowed to rise thus avoiding the muscle recruitment needed to hold the shoulder in the
raised position. The shoulder-to-shoulder-line is
now pointed well to the left (for right-handers) of
the target and at an acute angle to the arrow line.
Stage Two This second action occurs late in
the SET-UP step and follows the raising of the
bow. During the SET-UP because the hands
remain only ten to twelve-inches apart, the torso
and shoulders are rotated to open the chest more
to the target. The bow is then raised with the
shoulder-line pointed even more to the left of the
target making an even greater acute angle to the
arrow.
In order to protect the small muscles of the
drawing shoulder and to begin engaging the back
muscles at the start of the draw effort, the drawing shoulder should be rotated back perpendicular

to and away from the arrow line. This is a small
move of only ½˝ to 1˝ (12-25 mm). It is enough to
engage the important back muscles that will
receive the transfer of the bow holding forces during the DRAW TO LOAD and become finalized
in the TRANSFER TO HOLD step.
This drawing-shoulder rotation then allows
the drawing motion to be in line with the arrow
while protecting the small stabilizing muscles (the
rotator cuff group) of the shoulder joint. The
drawing hand then will, and should, move in line
with the jaw and come to rest under the jaw at the
archer’s anchor position. Drawing the compound
bow with the arrow and draw-hand held away
from your jaw or face pulls the shoulder toward
the arrow-line and over stresses these stabilizing
muscles.
Stage Three The third component of “setting
the gun barrel” or shoulder-line is completed during the DRAW TO LOAD step. As the bow is
being drawn the torso and shoulders are rotated so
that this shoulder-line may reach a position that is
parallel to the arrow line or even beyond parallel a
few degrees depending on the archer’s anatomy
and release technique. It may, at its maximum, be
in line with the bowarm. Neither shoulder must

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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be allowed to rise so as to avoid excess muscle
recruitment to hold that elevated position.
Stage Four The SHOULDER-TO-BOWARM LINE is finalized at the end of the DRAWTO-LOAD step by rotating the drawing elbow in
line with the arrow as seen from a top-view. Seen
from the face-view, the holding forearm and
elbow should be at least as high as the arrow line.
This position places the holding forearm in its
most efficient position to directly oppose the force
of the bow and to most efficiently transfer the
holding force into the back muscles.
Our objective for all archers is to alignment
their shoulders parallel to the arrow-line.
However, each individual’s anatomy and release
technique will determine his or her optimum
alignment for resisting and holding the force of
the bow. Each archer must, however, accomplish
the four stages above in order to consistently
establish their optimum shoulder-to-bowarm line.
Once this fixed-length bone line is established,
the archer will enjoy optimum transfer and holding ability which increases aiming and releasing
consistency.

You will be hearing more about the Compound
National Training System if you are a serious
compound target archer.
Keep well, shoot straight,
Larry Wise

Coaches! Please
consider joining the
Archery Coaches Guild
to help shape the future
of coaching!
www.archerycoachesguild.org

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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New in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Helping Them
Try a Release Aid
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
If you have compound archers in your classes, aids also allow stabilizers and bow sights, it makes to
they may be looking forward to shooting with a sense to not use those also, so our assumption is a sturelease aid. Many coaches do not know that release dent will have all of those things, all set up and workaids were invented before compound bows were and ing fairly well before the release aid is attempted.)
therefore were used with recurve bows but since the This is actually a shooting style: called Freestyle
competition divisions only allow the use of a release Limited in the NFAA (see photo below) and
aid with a compound bow, we will stick with that Compound Limited in USA Archery (only available
restriction: release aids are used with compound bows to those who are in the Masters-50+ and older categories). And this exposes another part of our strategy
only. (Of course, what you do for fun is up to you.)
In the AER Curriculum, we save learning how to of adding one accessory at a time: many of those
use a release aid until last. Here’s why. Learning to stages are actual shooting styles. In the NFAA shootshoot well at all is quite a complicated task, throwing ing a compound bow with just a short stabilizer is
a release aid in from the beginning and the task gets called “Bowhunter,” with a longrod stabilizer it is
even more complicated. Some beginners start with a called “Barebow” and with all the goodies, it is called
full unlimited compound setup, including a release “Freestyle.”
aid, but that is learning
Where to Begin
the hard way. We only
Please, please, please,
recommend that to people
whatever you do, do not
who have a coach or parallow your students to just
ent who can oversee each
borrow a release aid and
and every shot, which
try it on their bow. They
means not in a class setcould injure themselves
ting.
and/or damage their bow
For the purposes of
and/or arrow. Wait, you
this article, we are going
say, you’ve seen this done?
to assume that your stuOf course you have, but so
dent shoots her comhas jumping off of a cliff.
pound bow fairly well
In NFAA/IFAA a “Freestyle Limited” Compound archer can use
The
question is is it wise
with her fingers on the
every accessory available ... except a release aid.
bowstring and she has
to do so and the answer is
added all the accessories to your bow she wants. no. Ask any release aid archer if he has an funny stoContinued on the Next Page
(Since the competition categories allowing release
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ries about shooting releases
bow hand and then attaching
and they will immediately
your release aid. If you then
begin telling you stories of
adopt your normal full draw
people who knocked themposition, everything should be in
selves out or knocked teeth
place (see photo). If the loop is
loose when their releases
too short, take the knot out and
tripped mid-draw. (Very
tie another closer to the cut
funny! Don’t let your stuends. If the loop is too long, take
dents do this!)
the knot out and tie another farIn order to test out and
ther from the cut ends or just tie
practice with release aids,
a second knot inside of the first.
they need something called a
Keep adjusting it until the
“rope bow” or a “string bow.”
length is just right.
If you have the AER
We often give away these
A “starter kit” for release aid archers.
Recreational
Coaches
loops to young archers as a safeGuide, all of the instructions are in the appendices. If ty precaution. We get 100 foot rolls of highly colored
not, rope bows are made from a piece of parachute cord from Home Depot for just a few dollars.
cord or polyester clothes line (not cotton as it is too
To use the “rope bow” you just made, loop the
stretchy). The length of this cord needs to be twice as thing over their bow hand and attach their release aid
long as your draw length and then about 10% longer. and then have them adopt their full-draw-position.
So, if your student’s draw length is 30˝, you need a They are to pull slightly against the loop (resisting the
length of 30˝ x 2 + about 6˝ = 66˝. Then, make a loop pull through their bow arm) to simulate the holding
out of it by lining up the two loose ends and putting weight of their bow. The holding weight is the draw
a single knot it them. You need to fit this loop to your weight of their bow at full draw (after the letoff ). If
students draw length by drooping the loop over your they do this right, when the release is tripped the rope

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the
tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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will fly out of their bow hand and land on the
floor/ground 1-2 m/yds away.
You should encourage them to keep this loop in
their quiver because you never know when another
archer will show up with a cool looking release aid
and you will want to try it or they will need a little
practice to sort out a kink in their release technique.
Acquiring a Release Aid
This is quite a problem for beginning release aid
archers. Ask any veteran release aid archer how many
release aids they have or have owned and they will
always respond with “dozens” or “too many to count.”
The reason for this is that there are so many different
types and styles. Plus the only way anuone can figure
out whether a particular release aid will work for them
is to shoot with it for several weeks.
So, if they are looking for their first release aid,
they have a bit of a quandary. They must balance their
budget with the style and fit of the release. Because
many beginning release aid archers are on tight budgets, they may want to look into borrowing your first
release or buying one used. Many release archers have
any number of release aids just sitting in a drawer at
home and would willingly lend you one to try.
(Remember “try before you buy”?)
They will have to decide on the style: we tend to
recommend a trigger release aid with a “safety” for
first timers. The safety is a button that can be pushed
that locks out the release so it cannot go off until you
reach full draw and turn the safety off. These releases
have the advantage that if they are set up properly,
they will go off all by themselves when they reach
their correct full-draw body position, so they give you
feedback on whether their form is good.
Whatever release aid they select it has to fit them.
If it is a handheld, it must fit in your hand correctly
(basically when your hand is fully relaxed; you shouldn’t have to spread your fingers out to make your hand
fit the release). This can be a problem as releases are
sized for adults and even if it is labeled an “XS,” that
is extra small, it may still be too big for a youth with
smallish hands. If it has a trigger, it needs to be able
to be adjusted into the correct position in your hand
(up against the shaft of your thumb for thumb triggers or just behind the first crease of your index finger
for index-finger releases when your hand is relaxed.
No reaching!).
Setting Up the Release Aid
Even if their release aid is properly fit as to its size and
Archery Focus

trigger location (if there is one), there are settings that
have to be made. One critical one is trigger pressure
(if there is a trigger). They do not want a very light or
“hair” trigger. They need a trigger that is fairly stiff.
This allows them to get on or off that trigger without
fear that it will cause the release to go off. Then they
can slowly squeeze it until they reach the tripping
trigger pressure and it goes off. The “squeezing” technique is coupled with the draw elbow swinging into
position so that the draw elbow aligns with the arrow
line.
If the release aid is triggerless, you want the
release to trip when they are in perfect alignment.
They must start these adjustments with their rope
bow and then check them on their bow. You can help,
basically you want the point of the draw elbow lined
up with the arrow line when the release trips. (It is
that simple.) Consult the manufacturer’s adjustment
instructions.
Should They Use a D-Loop?
Yes. If they don’t know how to apply one (quite likely),
the instructions are available in the Appendices of the
AER Coaches Guide and on the Internet. You do need
to use “release rope” purchased specially for this task
and we recommend you start with a 4.5˝ piece to begin
with. This should give you a loop about 1⁄2˝ long when
installed. Adding a D-Loop also affects the bow’s draw
length, so that might need to be adjusted, too. Adding
a 1⁄2˝ D-loop requires the draw length to be reduced 1⁄2˝
(assuming it was set up correctly before).

Developing Skill with a Release Aid
It is important for them to practice their release technique with their rope bow only until they are proficient before they then try with their bow.
Since success using the rope bow requires them to
pick the thing up off of the floor over and over again,
most folks catch the loop in their bow hand instead of
letting it drop. Just make sure the loop is flying out
upon release when they do this. Once they are more
than comfortable with their release setup and operaContinued on the Next Page
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tion, then you can switch to their bow but do so blank
bale and very close up. The rope bow makes to noise
when it is used which is not true of their bow. Since
what we are looking for is for the release to trip without them knowing it is happening (this is called a
“surprise release”), the abrupt shock and noise can
cause them to flinch. They need to get used to this
and we prefer to do this in a manner where arrows
can’t go flying around in all directions.
After they are comfortable shooting with their
release aid blank bale, a target face can be put up but
keep the distances short because a) you don’t know
how the focus on the target will affect their release
technique and b) they haven’t sighted in yet. You
should check before they make their first shot at each
new distance to make sure their arrows will hit the
butt.
Anytime they experience confusion or a string of
poorly executed shots, they should go back to their
rope bow and regain their competence and rhythm
and then try again. The whole process for a first-time
user will take at least a couple of weeks of regular
practice. (Note two weeks of five days per week practice is equivalent to five weeks of two practice days
per week)

And if you have never used a release aid before,
you have two choices: tell your compound archers to
go elsewhere (not recommended) or set up a loop and
acquire a release and try it yourself. You can acquire
enough skill to help beginners. Also, there is quite a
bit that has been written on this topic for you to read
up on. But, don’t expect to be “up” on all of the latest
release aids, we are not sure anyone can be that well
informed.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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AER Articles for Archers

So, You Want to
Try a Release Aid?
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
If you are a compound archer, you may be looking those things, all set up and working fairly well. This is
forward to shooting with a release aid. Many archers actually a shooting style: called Freestyle Limited in
do not know that release aids were invented before the NFAA and Compound Limited in USA Archery
compound bows were (so were used with recurve (only available to those who are in the Masters-50+
bows) but since the competition divisions only allow and older categories).
the use of a release aid with a compound bow, we will
stick with that restriction: release aids are used with Where to Begin
compound bows only. (Of course, what you do for fun Please, please, please, whatever you do, do not just
borrow a release aid and try it on your bow. You could
is up to you.)
In the AER Curriculum, we save learning how to injure yourself and damage your bow and/or arrow.
use a release aid until last. Here’s why. Learning to Wait, you say, you’ve seen this done? Of course it has,
shoot well at all is quite a complicated task, throwing but so has jumping off of a cliff. The question is is it
a release aid in from the beginning and the task gets wise to do so and the answer is no.
In order to test out
even more complicated.
and practice with release
Some beginners start
aids, you need something
with a full unlimited
called a “rope bow” or a
compound setup, includ“string bow.” This is made
ing a release aid, but that
from a piece of parachute
is learning the hard way.
cord or polyester clothes
We only recommend that
line (not cotton as it is too
to people who have a
stretchy). The length of
coach or parent who can
this cord needs to be
oversee each and every
twice as long as your draw
shot, which means not in
Please, please do not just jump to your bow to try a release aid. All
length and then about
a class setting.
such work must start on a “rope bow.”
10% longer. So, if your
For the purposes of
this article, we are going to assume that you shoot draw length is 26˝, you need a length of 26˝ x 2 +
your compound bow fairly well with your fingers on about 5˝ = 57˝. Then, make a loop out of it by lining
the bowstring and have added all the gewgaws to your the two ends up and putting a single knot it them.
bow that you want (bow sight, stabilizers, etc.). Since You need to fit this loop to your draw length by
the competition categories allowing release aids also drooping the loop over your bow hand and then
allow stabilizers and bow sights, it makes to sense to attaching your release aid. If you then adopt your norContinued on the Next Page
not use those also, so our assumption is you have all of
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mal full draw position, everything should be in place
(see photo). If the loop is too short, take the knot out
and tie another closer to the cut ends. If the loop is
too long, take the knot out and tie another farther
from the cut ends or just tie a second knot inside of
the first. Keep adjusting it until the length is just
right.
To use the “rope bow” you just made, loop the
thing over your bow hand and attach your release aid
and then adopt your full-draw-position. Pull slightly
against the loop (resisting the pull through your bow
arm) to simulate the holding weight of your bow. The
holding weight is the draw weight of your bow at full
draw (after the letoff ). If you do this right, when the
release is tripped the rope will fly out of your bow
hand and land on the floor/ground 1-2 m/yds away.
You should keep this loop in your quiver because
you never know when another archer will show up
with a cool looking release aid and you will want to
try it.
Acquiring a Release Aid
This is quite a problem for beginning release aid
archers. Ask any veteran release aid archer how many
release aids they have or have owned and they will
always respond with “dozens” or “too many to count.”
The reason is that there are so many different types
and styles. Plus the only way you can figure out
whether a particular release aid will work for you is to
shoot with it for several weeks.
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So, if you are buying your first release aid, you
have a bit of a quandary. You must balance your budget with the style and fit of the release. Because many
beginning release aid archers are on tight budgets, you
may want to look into borrowing your first release or
buying one used. Many release archers have any number of release aids just sitting in a drawer at home and
would willingly lend you one to try. (Remember “try
before you buy”?)

A “starter kit” for release aid archers.

You will have to decide on the style: we tend to
recommend a triggerless release aid with a “safety” for
first timers. The safety is a button that can be pushed
that locks out the release so it cannot go off until you
reach full draw and turn the safety off. These releases
have the advantage that if they are set up properly,
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they will go off all by themselves
when you reach the correct fulldraw body position, so they give
you feedback on whether your
form is good.
Whatever release aid you are
working with it has to fit you. If
it is a handheld, it must fit in
your hand correctly (basically
when your hand is fully relaxed;
you shouldn’t have to spread your
fingers out to make your hand fit the release). This
can be a problem as releases are sized for adults and
even if it is labeled an “XS,” that is extra small, it may
still be too big for a youth with smallish hands. If it
has a trigger, it needs to be able to be adjusted into the
correct position in your hand (up against the shaft of
your thumb for thumb triggers or just behind the first
crease of your index finger for index-finger releases
when your hand is relaxed. No reaching!).

“Please, please, please,
whatever you do, do not
just borrow a release aid
and try it on your bow.
You could injure yourself
and damage your bow
and/or arrow.”

Setting Up Your Release Aid
Even if your release aid is properly fit as to its size and
trigger location (if there is one), there are settings that
have to be made. One critical
one is trigger pressure (if there is
a trigger). You do not want a very
light or “hair” trigger. You want
one that is fairly stiff. This allows
you to get on or off that trigger
without fear that it will cause the
release to go off. Then you can
slowly squeeze it until you reach
the trigger pressure and it goes
off.
If the release aid is triggerless, you want the
release to trip when you are in perfect alignment. You
must start these adjustments with your rope bow and
then check them on your bow. Consult the manufacturer’s adjustment instructions.

your coach. Adding a D-Loop
also affects the bow’s draw
length, so that might need to be
adjusted, too.

Developing
Skill with a Release Aid
It is important to practice with
your release aid with your rope
bow only until you are proficient
before you then try with your bow.
Since success using the rope bow requires you to
pick the thing up off of the floor over and over again,
most folks catch the loop in their bow hand instead of
letting it drop. Just make sure the loop is flying out
upon release when you do this. Once you are more
than comfortable with your release setup and operation, then switch to your bow but do so blank bale and
very close up. The rope bow makes to noise when it is
used which is not true of your bow. Since what we are
looking for is for the release to trip without you
knowing it is happening (this is called a “surprise
release”), the abrupt shock and noise can cause you to
flinch. You need to get used to this and we prefer to
do this in a manner where arrows
can’t go flying around in all
directions.
After you are comfortable
shooting with your release aid
blank bale, a target face can be
put up but keep the distances
short because a) you don’t know
how the focus on the target will
affect your release technique and
b) you haven’t sighted in yet. have your coach check
before you make your first shot at each new distance
to make sure your arrow will hit the butt.
Anytime you experience confusion or a string of
poorly executed shots, go back to your rope bow and
regain your competence and rhythm and then try
again. The whole process for a first-time user will take
at least a couple of weeks of regular practice.
As always, your coach is there to help.

“It is important to practice with your release aid
with your rope bow only
until you are proficient
before you then try with
your bow.”

Should I Use a D-Loop?
Yes. If you don’t know how to apply one, check with
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The
Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

Available Now! Volume 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

A ll Titles A v ailable on Amazo n.co m
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